BOLDLY
PRODUCTIVE
CANON IMAGE FORMULA
DR-G1130 / DR-G1100

Presenting the new Canon
imageFORMULA DR-G1130/G1100 – fast,
precise A3 production scanners capable
of high-volume output with enhanced
processing speed and reliability for
unparalleled performance.
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HIGH-SPEED, HIGH-QUALITY
FORULTIMATE
ULTIMATE
SCANNING FOR
PRODUCTIONE EFFICIENCY
FF ICIENC Y
PRODUCTION
The Canon imageFORMULA DR-G1130 and DR-G1100
production scanners deliver true, high-speed scanning
that provides enterprises with reliable, high-quality
images and flexible scanning solutions to help enhance
any document management system.

Simple, Clear Scanning
During document conversion, high
image accuracy and quality are
important to minimize error rates,
achieve regulatory compliance,
and increase the ease of document
integration and retrieval. The
a collection of invaluable image
capturing and processing functions
for various types of documents that
optimise readability and minimize
reprocessing.

Centralized scanning solutions –
operated by a limited number of
dedicated and trained individuals –
enable companies to spend less time
processing, retrieving, and searching
for paper documents and can help
facilitate collaboration throughout
the organization. The DR-G1130/
G1100 scanners are equipped with
an easy-to-use Control Panel and
Job Key as well as a Document Feed
Tray that adjusts to the height of the
paper batch. All these features are
designed to deliver unattended batch
scanning for optimising workflows and
improving productivity.
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Smooth and Reliable

Improving Productivity

Integral to Canon’s highly reliable,
stable feeding mechanism, the
advanced and unique Ultrasonic
Double-Feed Detection and Rapid
Recovery features deliver smooth
document scanning. A solid body
design, heavy-duty feed and eject
trays, and staple detection capability
are just some of the features that
ensure minimal downtime and help to
maintain business continuity.

accelerated batch processing. They
feature improved productivity of
document conversions by shortening
the time needed for scanning and
processing, with the DR-G1130 capable
of delivering 130 pages of high-speed
scanning per minute*. In addition, the
modified roller material has increased
its durability from the one for previous
scanner models.
*Landscape A4/LTR-sized sheets at 200 dpi in
colour/B&W.

Superior functions of Canon image processing technology
Engineered for speedy document
scanning

100
ppm

130
ppm

DR-G1130

DR-G1100

DR-G1130

DR-G1100

B&W Speed

Colour Speed

Portrait

100 ppm

100 ppm

Landscape

130 ppm

130 ppm

Portrait

75 ppm

75 ppm

Landscape

100 ppm

100 ppm

Automatic
document
feeder
500 sheets
500 sheets

A4/LR-sized sheets at 200 dpi

Advanced image processing
Consistent image quality is guaranteed with the ability to enhance fine text,
reduce moiré patterns, remove unwanted backgrounds from images, and more.
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As represented in the graph below, performance of
subsidiaries operating in the three major marketing
regions (Asia, Europe, North America) has diverged
significantly over the past five periods. These
subsidiaries each demonstrate a different
performance profile, and these difference can be
accounted in part by the contrasting economic
situations of their region.
The Asian subsidiary, after a period of growth
experienced during the first three periods covered by
this report, has noticeably plateaued during the past
two periods. Seen from the macroscopic regional
viewpoint, this trend indicates a failure of market
growth, yet this plateau in fact conceals a
tremendous disparity among the various submarkets included in this region. Steady increases in
three major sub-markets served to offset dramatic
decreases in seven minor sub-markets. The overall
equilibrium is a result of these opposing movements.
Performance in the North America and Europe
regions has been positive. While the European
markets continue to show a constant, steady growth
towards higher overall sales figures, the North
American market has displayed an astounding factor
of growth which has led this region to supplant Asia

Early indications for the current term suggest that
the trends represented in the graph below will
continue to be the case, and that a simple
extrapolation will be fairly accurate in predicting the
figures to be disclosed at the end of this period.
While this sampling is correlated with the gross
statistical analysis represented by the graph, there is
need to emphasis the degree to which this
extrapolation is a by-product of local economic
situations, and not of the analytic process itself.
As seen in the Asian example, cumulative sales
statistics in themselves do not provide a basis upon
which to establish the kind of strategic planning
necessary to orchestrate the most effective dispersal
of sales personnel and resources. To meet this
objective, a more fine-grained analysis of each region
is required, and subsidiaries also need to be analyzed
with respect to the performance of both the industry
and their competitors within each sub-market.
The proposal presented herein is to undertake an
evaluation of current term performance which proceeds
by taking a more variegated group of microanalytic and
cross-market factors into account, a methodology in line
with the concerns raised above. The factors included in
this proposal, as well as justification for each factor on
both theoretical and quantitative bases, is provided for
each factor in Appendix 4.
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Mackenzie’s offers a range of cost-effective business and technical solutions for your specific business needs. To receive
detailed product information to help you select the best solution for your company, please fill out the form below.
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Mackenzie’s offers a range of cost-effective business and technical solutions for your specific business needs. To receive
detailed product information to help you select the best solution for your company, please fill out the form below.
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Early indications for the current term suggest that
the trends represented in the graph below will
continue to be the case, and that a simple
extrapolation will be fairly accurate in predicting the
figures to be disclosed at the end of this period.
While this sampling is correlated with the gross
statistical analysis represented by the graph, there is
need to emphasis the degree to which this
extrapolation is a by-product of local economic
situations, and not of the analytic process itself.
As seen in the Asian example, cumulative sales
statistics in themselves do not provide a basis upon
which to establish the kind of strategic planning
necessary to orchestrate the most effective dispersal
of sales personnel and resources. To meet this
objective, a more fine-grained analysis of each region
is required, and subsidiaries also need to be analyzed
with respect to the performance of both the industry
and their competitors within each sub-market.
The proposal presented herein is to undertake an
evaluation of current term performance which proceeds
by taking a more variegated group of microanalytic and
cross-market factors into account, a methodology in line
with the concerns raised above. The factors included in
this proposal, as well as justification for each factor on
both theoretical and quantitative bases, is provided for
each factor in Appendix 4.
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As represented in the graph below, performance of
subsidiaries operating in the three major marketing
regions (Asia, Europe, North America) has diverged
significantly over the past five periods. These
subsidiaries each demonstrate a different
performance profile, and these difference can be
accounted in part by the contrasting economic
situations of their region.
The Asian subsidiary, after a period of growth
experienced during the first three periods covered by
this report, has noticeably plateaued during the past
two periods. Seen from the macroscopic regional
viewpoint, this trend indicates a failure of market
growth, yet this plateau in fact conceals a
tremendous disparity among the various submarkets included in this region. Steady increases in
three major sub-markets served to offset dramatic
decreases in seven minor sub-markets. The overall
equilibrium is a result of these opposing movements.
Performance in the North America and Europe
regions has been positive. While the European
markets continue to show a constant, steady growth
towards higher overall sales figures, the North
American market has displayed an astounding factor
of growth which has led this region to supplant Asia
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Refined form for Optimal Document Handling
Various-sized document feeding
The DR-G1130/G1100 scanners deliver
smooth, jam-free feeding of documents
in mixed batches and non-standard
documents ranging in size from
business card size to A3 (11x17 in.)*.
Active Torque Control adjusts roller
torque to accommodate otherwise
especially thin or thick documents.
Three separation modes are available
to enable scanning of thin or coated
paper types that were previously

Intuitive control panel featuring
Job Key
Start and stop scanning, check display
messages, and make selections using
the scanner’s control panel. The
button configuration is ergonomically
designed to make job execution an
easy endeavor. For example, the Job
Key allows the operator to select from
up to 99 preregistered scan jobs. Jobs
are assigned using the included Job
Registration Tool.

Staple Detection
Canon’s Staple Detection feature
automatically halts the scanning
process if an unremoved staple is
found, as staples can cause scanning
errors that compromise the document
or damage the machine.

These devices meet the ENERGY
STAR Program guidelines for energy
energy and cost less to run. Settings
also designate when the device should
enter Stand-by Mode.

*Up to A1 594 mm x 841 mm (23.4 x 33.1 in.) using
Folio scanning method and Long Document Mode
(maximum length of 3000 mm (118.1 in.))

Manual Feeding Mode

Job Key

Manual Feeding Mode

Manual Feed mode allows you the
option of manually loading sheets of a
document for processing.
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Specifications
Type

Desktop sheetfed scanner

Interface

Hi-Speed USB 2.0

Document Feeding

Automatic or manual sheet feeding

Scanner Driver

ISIS/TWAIN

Document Size

Width: 50.8 - 305 mm (2.0 - 12.0 in.)
Length: 70 - 432 mm (2.8 - 17.0 in.);
Long Document Mode: up to 3,000 mm (118.1 in.)

Useful Functions

Document Thickness and
Weight

Continuous Feeding: 20 - 209 g/m2, 0.04 - 0.25 mm
(5 - 56 lb bond)
Non-Separation Mode: 20 - 255 g/m2, 0.04 - 0.3 mm
(5 - 64 lb bond)

Feeding Capacity

48 mm stack or 500 sheets of 80 g/m2 (20 lb bond)

Scanning Element

Scanning element 3-line CMOS CIS

Job Function, Ultrasonic Double-Feed Detection, Staple
Detection, Text Enhancement, Dropout and Colour
Enhancement, Auto Page Size Detection, 3-D Colour
Correction, Image Rotation, Skip Blank Page, Edge
Emphasis, Moiré Removal, Prevent Bleed Through / Remove
Background, Contrast Adjustment, Shading Correction,
Brightness Adjustment, Deskew, Border Removal, Scanning
Side Selection, Scan Area Settings, Addon Settings, Text
Orientation Recognition, Punch Hole Removal, Folio Scan,
Unnecessary dots removal, Notch removal, Background
Smoothing, Character Emphasis, Count Only Mode, Verify
Scan, Rapid Recovery System, MultiStreamTM

Light Source

LED (red, green, and blue)

Power Requirements

AC 100V (50/60Hz), AC 120V (60Hz), AC220-240V (50/60Hz)

Scanning Side

Simplex / Duplex

Power Consumption

Scanning Modes

Advanced Text Enhancement, Advanced Text Enhancement II,
256-level Grayscale, 24-bit Colour, Auto Colour Detection,
Long Document, Manual feeding, Separation Hi, Separation
Low, Non Separation

100V: 96.9W (Scanning), 1.6W (Sleep mode)
120V: 95.0W (Scanning), 1.6W (Sleep mode)
220-240V: 94.3W (Scanning), 1.7W (Sleep mode)

Operating Environment

10 - 32.5ºC (50 - 90.5ºF)
Humidity: 20 - 80% RH

Scanning Resolutions

150 x 150 dpi, 200 x 200 dpi, 240 x 240 dpi, 300 x 300 dpi,
400 x 400 dpi, 600 x 600 dpi

Dimensions
(W x D x H)

Feed trays closed: 480 x 535 x 315 mm (18.9 x 21.1 x 12.4 in.)

Scanning Speed*
(A4/LTR, Portrait,
200 dpi)

DR-G1130:
B&W: Portrait: 100 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)
Landscape: 130 ppm (Simplex)/260 ipm (Duplex)
Grayscale: Portrait: 100 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)
Landscape: 130 ppm (Simplex)/260 ipm (Duplex)
Colour: Portrait: 100 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)
Landscape: 130 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)
DR-G1100:
B&W: Portrait: 75 ppm (Simplex)/150 ipm (Duplex)
Landscape: 100 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)
Grayscale: Portrait: 75 ppm (Simplex)/150 ipm (Duplex)
Landscape: 100 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)
Colour: Portrait: 75 ppm (Simplex)/150 ipm (Duplex)
Landscape: 100 ppm (Simplex)/200 ipm (Duplex)

Weight

Approx. 22.8 kg (50.3 lb.)

Options / Consumables

Imprinter Unit, Barcode Module, Patchcode Decoder,
Exchange Roller Kit, Separation Pad, Imprinter Ink Cartridges,
Flatbed Scanner Units

Bundled software

*Scanning speed may vary depending on PC environment, scanner settings, and other factors.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows Vista, PowerPoint and SharePoint are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Apple and Mac OS are
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
ENERGY STAR and the ENERGY STAR mark are registered U.S. trademarks. Other company names and
product names appearing in this brochure are the registered trademarks and/or trademarks of their
respective owners.

Flatbed Scanner Units
(Optional)

Canon’s own scanning application,
CapturePerfect, makes great
scans easy to acquire straight
from the box through its userfriendly design. A wide array of file
saving formats and file distribution
options are at your disposal such
as searchable and encrypted PDF,
Scan to Mail, and more.

When you need to scan documents
that aren’t suitable for an automatic
feeder, you can use the optional
Flatbed Scanner Unit 101/201. They
can be easily attached via a USB
cable and are designed to work
seamlessly alongside this range
of scanners.

canon.com.au/business
1800 444 199

Flatbed Scanner Unit 101 (A4 size)

Flatbed Scanner Unit 201 (A3 size)

